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We suggest that a UK business buying
terrorism cover ensure that its UK local policy
provides sufficient cover for its terrorism risk
exposures in England, Wales and Scotland, as
it would if it were insured locally and not as
an underlyer for a master program. To
accomplish this, the policy limits must be
adequate, the sublimits must be adequate,
and all the normal PD/BI extensions must be
included (for limits and sublimits).

Note that, according to Pool Re’s rules, local
policies cannot adjust limits or, indeed, cover
just for terrorism, but must also do so for
general cover. The local UK policy, therefore,
needs to have the right limit, sublimits and
cover for all perils in order to ensure proper
protection is in place for terrorism.

As Pool Re rates on full values and does not
charge for extensions, none of the above alters
the tariff element of the Pool Re premium.

The only coverage item that has direct
impact upon the Pool Re tariff premium is
the BI maximum indemnity period (as the
Pool Re rate, currently .021%, is applied to
the BI value adjusted to reflect the period –

thus 24 months costs twice as much as 12
months).

One last issue to watch out for is “back-to-
back” terrorism. Buyers need to make sure
that their UK local policy covers the difference
between Pool Re’s definition of terrorism and
the insurance market’s definition of terrorism.
For example, the lone bomber may not fall
within Pool Re definition, but may still be
excluded by insurers unless specifically
addressed by back-to-back terrorism cover. If
the UK insurers will not provide back-to-back
terrorism cover, then buyers should ask the
broker placing their global program to see if
they can arrange it elsewhere.

As an alternative to Pool Re, buyers are able
to purchase terrorism cover for UK risks
through the stand-alone market. If buyers do
not require terrorism cover up to the full
limits of their master PD/BI policy as provided
by Pool Re, then the stand-alone market can
offer first-loss limits, often resulting in
premium savings. The stand-alone terrorism
wording will often cover situations not
included in the Pool Re terrorism definition,
such as acts by a lone bomber.

International Alert
Potential Terrorism Coverage Gap for Global Buyers

A potential gap in coverage has recently come to light in the already complex area
of global coverage for terrorism risks.This pertains to organizations that have global
master programs for their Property Damage (PD) and Business Interruption (BI)
risks but have arranged terrorism coverage with Pool Re in the UK. It is possible
that similar gaps exist when terrorism cover is purchased elsewhere through pools
comparable to Pool Re. Willis is currently researching these possibilities, but in the
meantime, we offer the following for our UK clients who use Pool Re.

If local UK PD/BI coverage is issued through a global master program, Pool Re
coverage will follow the terms, conditions and limits of the UK-issued local policy,
and not the overseas-placed master policy.To manage this difference in conditions
and limits, most buyers rely on the DIC/DIL cover provided by the master policy.
This will not work for terrorism because the master policy will almost certainly
exclude terrorism.
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